In other to enhance the assessment ability to modernized weapons, an adaptive weight adjustment algorithm based optimization of weighted-distance similarity is proposed. Adopting Analytic Hierarchy Process and entropy weight method to evaluate the subjective and objective weights of indices, building the model of comprehensive weight computing based optimization of weight distance similarity, designing the adaptive adjustment method with comprehensive weight, the accuracy and maneuverability are proved by giving example analysis and the result shows that the algorithm can be used as a reference in the weapon evaluation system construction.
Introduction
With rapid development of military equipment type test model and rapid transformation of combat system, weapons system competition and choosing excellent become the necessery mode in the process of equipment development, therefore, performance evaluation and decision turn into the most important thing. The key of acquiring a scientific assessment result is how to evaluate weight reasonably, hence ascertaining the weight scientifically would be the significant role in the appraisal system from now on.
Nowadays the methods to confirm the weight include subjective method, objective method and subjective and objective synthetic method. The subjective method including expert scoring, delphi method, AHP and so on, whose advantage are according to practical problems the experts not only analyze the order of index weight but also could not lead to concluded index weight going against the importance degree of actural problems [1] , whose disadvantage are the objective factors affects results substantially, the results are rough, it is not suitable for the problem with higher accuracy requirement. The objective method including Entropy Method, PCA and so on, whose advantage is owing to adopting objective calculation, avoid the effect of human, however, the degree of participation of weight is low, and the case may happen that assessing members have different views in the cognitive degree of weights [2] . In resent years scholars have processed many subjective and objective comprehensive assignment weight determination methods, which make up for the weaknesses of subjective and objective method, and which reache better results. But those researches often regard the assessing members as the passive to synthesize objectivly in the study of synthesizing integrated weight [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . On the basis of previous studies, an adaptive weight adjustment algorithm based optimization of weight distance similarity method is proposed in this paper, in practice of weapon system of assessing index weight solution. Firstly, the method using AHP and Entropy Method to determine the subjective and objective weight of the assessing index and secondly, according to weight distance similarity of every inedx weight the subjective and objective weight and lastly by iterative and adaptive adjustment conclude the comprehensive weight of indices.
Adaptive Weight Adjustment Algorithm
Assume in the evaluation system, there are m schemes to be assessed, n assessing index, k experts that participate in the assessment. Then evaluation schemes and indexes conpose an evaluation matrix () The distance similarity degree between corresponding different weights of the same indexes, which is devoted by r： r is, showing that on the condition of this index, the shorter the distance between weights obtained by subjective method and weights obtained by objective method is, the higher the similarity is, so objective weight should play a leading role, when detering the weight, to optimize the subjective weights and make the comprehensive weight applicable for the assessing problem with higher accuracy requirement. The smaller the value of i r is, showing that on the condition of this index, the lower the similarity between subjective and objective weight is, and hence subjective weight should play a leading role in the process of weight combination in order to avoid the problem of inverted sequence caused by objective weights. Based on the above analysis, we conclude the comprehensive weight of index i is 
Adaptive Adjustment of Index Weight
In the comprehensive index weight w completed by Eq. 2, the importance degree of every index may have conflicts with the importance degree obtained by expert scoring method. In order to solve the problem, comparing the logic important degree of every index in synthetical weight W with it in subjective weight w obtained by AHP, if the two degrees are same, we select was final comprehensive index, or we process w and W according to Eq. 3and Eq. 4，untill the logic important degrees of them are same. 
Example Verification and Analysis
A certain country decide to send out invitations to research institutes, big military companies, and so on, for artillery hunting radar, and there are many units bid for the project, after examining at all levels, competition and preselection, finally 5 companies meet the condition of competitive bidding, and they participate in the competitive military equipment tender test, the main results of which are as shown in Table 1 . In Table 1 , ability of multiple targets, detection range, FH points and position false alarm rate indexes belong to benefit index, and other indexes belong to cost index. We can obtain the normalized matix as shown in Eq. 5, by means of standardizing the indexes in Table 1 
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Calculating Comprehensive Weight of Assessing Index
AHP method is adopted to calculate the subjective weight, and judgement matrix discuessed by experts is described by Eq. 7. When CR=0.0279<0.1, the calculated weight of every index is(computation process is omitted): Entropy Method is adopted to determine the objective weight [10, 11] , the weight of every index is(computation process is omitted): 
Comparing comprehensive weight w with the weight determined by AHP method, we can see that, the logic important degree of every assessing index remain unchanged, namely the obtained comprehensive weight of the index can reflect the experts' subjective attitude to important gegree of actual problems, thus, through the iterative adaptive adjustment, the comprehensive weight can be modified objectively to make it more scientific and reasonable and we could use it in decision evaluation with higher accuracy requirements.
Evaluation and Analysis Based TOPSIS Method
Through the multiplying normalized matrix X ′ by the matrix calculated by the comprehensive weight w, we get the judgment matrix (10) The Euclidean distance between every target value and positive and minus ideal solutions is compluted, and the relative closeness of every target is counted, the results of which are shown in Table 2 . 
Conclusion
Based on the previous research, this article propose a new subjective and objective comprehensive method of index evaluation weight calculation. The method adapts AHP which is one of subjective method to determine subjective weights and determine objective weights through entropy weight method. When calculating comprehensive weights, the author fully consideres, on the premise of not violate the experts' opinions to the importance degree of actural promems, use objective weight to optimize the subjective weight according to distance similary, and weight the subjective weight adaptivly.Through evaluation and analysis of real example, we prove the feasibility of the algorithm and the algorithm provide a reference for weapons' assessing and determining index weight
